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The Betar Federal Iton is an annual

publication produced by myself, the

Federal Director of Education (Chinuch)

for Betar Australia. It's comprised of

articles, letters and interviews, written

and arranged by the Bogrim (senior

leaders) of the movement for the

enjoyment of the Jewish community

across Australia. I am pleased to say that

this year we have selected interesting

works to bring you current and

informative content.  

 

My roles take on many aspects. Primarily, I

oversee the implementation of education

in the context of Betar events. With the

help of a Chinuch representative in each

state, we work as a team to constantly

adapt and improve our methods,

ensuring relevance and social

development. We maintain high

expectations of our chanichim and ensure

each peulah (activity) is both cognitively

engaging and enjoyable.  

 

Growing up in Betar Queensland for over

a decade, has given me a very special 

Letter from the

Editor

YONATAN  MENDELS

FEDERAL  DIRECTOR  OF

EDUCATION ,  BETAR  AUSTRAL IA  
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Jewish and Zionist perspective. It has

been central in shaping my personal

identity. The small but close community

fostered a strong Jewish identity and a

love for the State of Israel. I fondly

remember many community events, such

as ‘Chanukah in the park’ or the Purim

party at Givat Zion Shule and as such,

strongly believe that a Jewish and Zionist

identity is key for every chanich/a to have. 

 

Betar was founded with the values of

Ze’ev Jabotinsky. One of his most famous

ideas was Tagar, standing proud for what

we believe. Youth movements today, do

not serve a singular purpose and while

Betar strives to promote values of the

‘ideal Jew’, such as contributing to the

land of Israel, our goals are not limited.

Youth movements provide a very unique

forum for exploring identities in a

informal framework. We provide

opportunities for young people to socially

interact and engage with one another,

outside the school structure. As young

people ourselves, the madrachim (leaders)

create a supportive and alternative

environment for expression of opinion

and healthy debate.  

 

Shalom ve’Tel Chai, 

 

Yonatan Mendels 

 

Director of Education for Betar Australia 
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2018 has been a jammed packed year for

Betar Australia, especially for Betar as a

worldwide Movement. Beyond the usual

repertoire of camps, seminars and Zohar

activities this year we are celebrating 95

years since Jabotinsky’s first vision in

1923. Although the strive for a Jewish

state is no longer the fundamental focus,

we still continue to teach the strong

personal values, mindset and overall

focus on Zionism that Jabotinsky wrote

many years ago. Across Victoria, New

South Wales and Queensland the

activities, events and fundraisers are

carefully masterminded by our Bogrim

and Shlichot, with the gracious help and

support of our surrounding

communities. 

 

Within each State, Betar stands in a very

special place. We are Zionist and

religiously pluralistic. Our chanichim and

madrachim come from various Jewish

and non-Jewish school backgrounds.

Different views on Jewish and Zionist

issues bring diversity. We believe in 

JAKE  GOST IN

FEDERAL  DIRECTOR  OF  BETAR

AUSTRAL IA  
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equality and in respecting others as you

would yourself and to truly stand up for

what you believe in. 

 

I was a product of a secondary level

Jewish schooling system, and I will start

by saying that I did enjoy my years there.

However, I left school with a large

disconnect and almost resentful taste

towards my Jewry. I felt like my

relationship with Jewry, Israel and

Zionism had to be a certain way and it

didn’t sit well with me. I chose to push it

aside and I didn’t have any interest in

involving myself in the Jewish

community after school.  

 

During school, Betar was an irregular part

of my life. The diversity of people and

opinions in Betar reconnected me to my

Jewry and Zionism. The diversity, coupled

with an abundance of strong, and above

all relatable role model madrichim,

showed and taught me that my feelings

were temporary. I would like to attribute

a good portion of who I am to Betar. I

would like to thank every single chanich,

madrich, parent and supporter past,

present and future, for continuing this

beautiful movement. 

chanichim, but you cannot teach values,

leadership or Zionism (or any defining

quality for that matter) through a screen.

We teach these defining qualities by

consistently upholding them in front of the

chanichim and community, regardless of

setting. 

 

I hope to see Betar’s influence on the next

generations of youth, for another 95 years.

That is certainly something we can all say

Tel Chai to!  

 

Shalom ve’Tel Chai!  

 

Jake Gostin  

I speak for all madrichim

when I say that we want to

give all Betarim the amazing

experience that our

madrichim gave us.  

 

In essence, Betar provides

something that is completely

different to anything else in

our community. Some may

argue that the method of

delivery is dated for today’s

technology driven 
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LETTER FROM WORLD BETAR

Dear Betarim in Australia, Tel Hai! 

 

Over the last two centuries, since the

dawn of the Zionist movement, a parallel

movement was launched that

questioned the legitimacy of the Jewish

people to return to our homeland, Israel.

The De - legitimization process, led by

many nations and, unfortunately,

supported by some Jews, raises many

questions such as whether Israel

rightfully belongs to the Jews, whether or

not we are conquering another nation,

whether we are racists and other

questions designed to discourage people

from returning to our land. This negative

trend has been a constant factor, only

the way it is conveyed has changed.

Once it was dressed as classic anti-

Semitism. In recent years it has been

cloaked as anti-Israel sentiment seen

most clearly in the international BDS

Movement which challenges Israel’s

legitimacy, accusing Jews of occupying

the land. Ultimately, it's the same anti-

Semitism.  

 

Our teacher, Ze'ev Jabotinsky, recognized

these trends 95 years ago and responded

by calling on the Jews to be proud, to

encourage aliyah and to have an iron

wall to protect us and ensure a strong

Jewish state. 

 

We, members of Betar around the world,

have been drawing inspiration from

Jabotinsky and the Betar principles for

the last 95 years. We are ready and

prepared to carry the torch of Zionism to

strengthen the name of Israel and the

Jewish people throughout the world.  

 

The Betar torch has been shining brightly 

in Australia for many years. Betar has three

very significant chapters in Australia where

our children are educated in Betar values.

They are a glowing example to the world of

revisionist continuity. 

 

At World Betar in Jerusalem, we see the

great importance of strengthening the

chapters in Australia and are proud of the

fact that this year we have wonderful

shlichot both in Melbourne and Sydney. We

hope to also be able to send a shaliach to

Queensland. 

 

Moreover, we are currently hosting an

unforgettable annual Zionist experience

which brings Betar members from

Melbourne, Sydney and Queensland to Israel

every year. We see these youth as the next

generation of Betar Australia. 

 

Together, friends of Betar in Australia and

graduates will continue to spearhead the

march started by our leader, Ze’ev

Jabotinsky. These sons of kings, activists on

behalf of Zionism, will continue to

strengthen the State of Israel and the Jewish

people. 

 

On behalf of the movement, I want to thank

everyone involved for your continued

support and assistance throughout the year. 

 

Your commitment to the values   of

Revisionist Zionism demonstrates the

significance of the Betar Jewish community

of Australia. 

 

Together, Together, built for tomorrow! 

Yours, 

 

Nerya Meir 

Rosh Hanaga Olamit 
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Israel’s President has opened the

country’s newest museum, in a ceremony

that was a dream come true for one

Australian Jewish family. 

 

“It was an amazing event, more amazing

that I had envisaged and imagined,” said

Jonathan Shteinman, after the museum

in Jerusalem’s Old City officially opened

its doors – dedicated to his father Bob. 

 

For decades, members of Betar in Israel

have been trying to set up a museum

about 1930s Betarniks who escorted Jews

to and from the Western Wall and

protected them using illicit arms. 

 

Mayor of Jerusalem Nir Barkat, World

Betar director-general Nerya Meir and

the last of these surviving 1930s activists,

Sika Aharoni, were among the guests

when the Bob Shteinman Plugat Hakotel

Museum officially opened. 

 

It is now receiving visitors daily to watch

specially commissioned movies

dramatizing the missions of the activists.

The late Shteinman, Betar leader and co-

founder of Masada College in Sydney,

would have been “very happy that the

history of the Plugat Hakotel is being

displayed” his son said – admitting that

he may also have been a little “annoyed”

that his name is featured as he was very

humble. 

President Reuven Rivlin said that the

museum acknowledges the “historic debt

of the entire nation to the members of

the Plugat Hakotel, who guarded our lives

here in the Old City and made sure that

even in times of terror, the voice of our

prayer would be heard at the Kotel”. His

father was a supporter of the activists. 

 

The Shteinman family found the

ceremony “very moving”, said Jonathan,

who attended with his mother Diane,

former president of the Executive Council

of Australian Jewry, and his brother David. 

 

“My father was in Betar in China and

Australia and while he didn’t fight here

it’s wonderful that he has a role in

ensuring commemoration of this historic

episode,” said Jonathan. 

 

One octogenarian guest at the ceremony

was particularly excited. Danny Rosing

told The AJN how his life changed in the

1950s when he was a non-Zionist student

at Sydney University and ended up

attending Betar and meeting Shteinman. 

 

Rosing, 82, went on to head Betar

Australia from 1959 to 1960, and moved to

Israel in 1964. He was delighted the man

who changed his life now has his name

on display so prominently in Jerusalem’s

Old City. “He introduced me to [Betar’s

founder Ze’ev] Jabotinsky and the

ideology of Betar, and I have conducted

my life accordingly ever since.” 

 

This article by Nathan Jeffay was

published by the Australian Jewish News

and is reprinted here with the permission

of the AJN. 

New museum

honours Aussie 

BETAR  IN  JERUSALEM  
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From left: David Shteinman, Diane Shteiman and Jonathan Shteinman at

the opening ceremony of the museum in Jersulam, May 2018. 

 

Bob Shteinman in his Betar

uniform in Tientsin, China in 1946
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THE REMARKABLE STORY OF

JULIUS NADEL

“I am not a holocaust survivor, I am a

holocaust fighter!” Julius Nadel said

proudly. “I want to speak about Israel,

how we fought to establish it. Not

about the horrors and terrors in

Europe. If you want to learn all about

that, go to a museum. My duty is to tell

about the courage and fighting for

Israel. It’s time we stand up and not

give the other cheek, it is time to be a

proud Jew!” said Julius. 

 

If you are familiar with the speeches

and values that Ze’ev Jabotinsky and

Menachem Begin spoke about, you

will definitely see the similarities.

Julius Nadel was a good friend of

Jabotinsky and just celebrated his

100th birthday last June. During the

“evacuation plan", Julius joined him,

calling for the evacuation of the entire

Jewish population of Poland, Hungary

and Romania to Palestine in 1936.

Menachem Begin asked Julius to join

the Polish army in order to learn the

military doctrine and to pass it on to

the Etzel troops in Poland, Ha-Irgun.  

 

And so he did. Julius joined the

Krakow army when he was only 17

years old, and was the only

volunteering Jew in the Polish army.

He fought against the Nazis until his

division was defeated and he was

taken prisoner. Using his wits, he

managed to trick the Nazis and

escaped after just a couple of days. He

escaped to the mountains, where he

established an underground force to

protect Jews in hiding from Polish 

informers. In 1943 he was again caught by

the Nazis, and this time was sent to Płaszów,

where he was reunited with his Mother,

before she was murdered in Auschwitz. A

year after, in 1944 he was sent to

Mauthausen-Gusen concentration camp. 

 

At 31 in 1949, he arrived in Australia and with

his extensive military knowledge and

experience, worked with the Australian

Intelligence Agency to strengthen the Israeli

consuls and embassies all over the Pacific.

He also provided protection to Israeli

politicians and leaders, such as his friend

Menachem Begin, Moshe Dayan, Abba Eban

and Chaim Hertzog. 

 

Julius became a stalwart of the Sydney

Jewish Community, helping establish the

CSG and JCA, serving on the Jewish Board of 

NAAMA  LOURIA
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Deputies and Sydney Jewish Museum.  

 

His loyalty, hardworking and

commitment towards the State of Israel

and the Australian Jewish Community is

rightfully recognized and awarded. He

received appreciation and thank you

letters from almost every Israeli

President, Prime Minister, Chief of Staff

and senior security officers - from

Netanyahu to Chaim Bar-Lev, Danny

Yatom to Chaim Laskov. In 1976 the

Israeli Ministry of Defence awarded him

with the Decoration for Fighters of Israel,

and last February he received Poland’s

highest award, the Golden Cross of Merit

for his service during War World II.  

 

Julius resides today in Montefiore Home

in Randwick, Sydney, and still is a

staunch supporter of the State of Israel

and Betar that proudly educates the

story of the Irgun, Jabotinsky and Begin.  

 

We wish him long life and

good health!  

 

Tel Chai. 

Decoration to fighters for the State of Israel, awarded to Julius Nadel by

the Ministry of Defence

Left medal: Sybir Deportee Cross awarded by

the President of Poland 

 

Right medal: Golden Cross of Merit, the

highest civilian award in Poland
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In 1914, when Louis Brandeis said

“sunlight is said to be the best of

disinfectants,” sexual harassment was not

of public interest. However, 100 years

later, his words ring true in regards to

issues of sexual harassment and assault,

proving that the best punishment to

those who have committed atrocious

crimes is to expose the deeds in bright

sunlight and for everyone to hear and

witness.  

 

In the previous weeks, however, this

sunlight has received additional meaning

and value. Israel’s Nation-State Law has

been approved by the Knesset to serve as

the sunlight disinfecting the darkness. 

 

An outsider might ponder as to what the

commotion is about, since the law will

not cause any changes in everyday life,

nor does it entail any obligations. The law

serves a broader purpose as a foundation

of the Knesset and the State of Israel. 

 

With a delay of 70 years, the Knesset

legislated the law continuing the main

idea of the Declaration of the

Establishment of the State of  

Israel. It stated that Israel is the historic

homeland of the Jewish nation and

therefore, the State of Israel is the nation-

state of the Jewish people. The law

clarified the unique self-determination of

the Jewish people, deriving from the

connection of the Jewish people to their

homeland, and fulfilling the aspiration of

gathering the Jews to the land of their

forefathers. 

 

It seems as if the law should have been

overwhelmingly passed by all Zionist

parties in the Knesset, however the Left

and the media have been recruited to

strongly oppose it, stressing the

unfortunate situation of the central

fraction line between the Right and Left

wings in Israel today. 

 

The central argument does not focus

anymore on the division of land, but on

the character of the State of Israel. Is

Israel to be a Jewish, national,

conservative and traditional state? Or is it

to be a secular state whose central

objective is to reach ultimate equality

and to be a state for all the nations? 

NERYA  MEIR

CEO  OF  WORLD  BETAR  

THE NATION-

STATE LAW: THE

FIRST SERVING

OF THE ‘NEW

ISRAEL’
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The Nation-State Law is the sunlight

Brandeis referred to, serving as a mirror for

the Left in Israel. The insight deriving from

the discussions of the Left seem

unbelievable, as it would appear to be that

the Left in Israel would not have signed

that 1948 declaration of independence due

to the difficulty of accepting the

preference of the Jewish nationality in

Israel. This is the prevailing friction line

which conservatives are making efforts to

battle against ultra-liberal groups.  

 

For Brandeis himself, the situation was

obvious. He claimed that the Jews had a

right to their land, ironically, on the basis of

equality. According to every survey and

research recently conducted, Israel is

becoming more conservative, religious and

national. The Nation-State Law has brought

Israel to identity-verification in which the

battle between the globalists and the

people advocating for the land has

become difficult, however, essential and

critical as well. 

 

In this new reality, the Right in Israel is

faced with actions to pursue: First is to

continue promoting laws that will

strengthen the Jewish identity of Israel and

at the same time strengthen the

connection with those who will disprove

these laws, with an emphasis on

connecting to the Left in Israel. We cannot

sever the ties between the two political

wings, and Israel must continue molding

and building a proud nation state. Other

Western countries which are fighting for

their identity will be those who pick the

fruits of Israel’s efforts. 
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“Thank you so much for accepting

differences between us. Thank you for

celebrating diversity. I love my country.

Next time in Jerusalem.” said Netta

Barzilay overwhelmed with excitement

when she won the Eurovision. She moved

every Israeli and filled every heart with

pride.  

 

Unsurprisingly, the backlash did not take

long. Anti-Israel activists, notably the BDS

(Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions)

movement, vowed to utilize the fact that

Jerusalem will now host next year’s

contest to mount a major campaign

highlighting the so-called Israeli

“apartheid” policies regarding the

Palestinians. 

 

But Netta’s victory already constituted a

stinging defeat for the BDS campaign,

who had urged Eurovision participants to 

Photo of naama

NAAMA  LOURIA  AND  

TZOPHIYA  KATZ

ISRAEL  EMISSARIES  FOR  BETAR

AUSTRAL IA  

ISRAEL WINS THE

EUROVISION 

NAAMA
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boycott Israel’s entry by giving it zero

points. It was later found out, that

Eurovision directors instructed the

hosts not to mention Jerusalem as the

Capital of Israel, in order to “avoid

conflict”. This attempt didn't go so well,

right after her victory, Netta naturally

said Leshana Habaa BeYerushalyim,

inviting the 180 million viewers of the

contest to be on the right side of

history.  

 

Netta embodies, in such a remarkable

way, not only values of women

empowerment, acceptance of the

other and self love, but also the values

of our beautiful country. A country of

Kibbutz Galoyut, a country where

Ashkenazi marries Sephardi, where a

Russian celebrates Mimuna, where a

Kibbutznik boy serves shoulder to

shoulder with a city girl. A country of

differences, but also bridges. The Israeli

puzzle.  

 

Israel is far from perfect, and there is a

lot to work on to heal the divide, mainly

within ourselves. But this sweet victory

was such a good reminder for us to be

thankful of Am Israel, and it gives us

the opportunity to show the world the

real Israel.

As a child I remember my mum and I (my

father and brothers couldn't care less if it

wasn’t sport related) gathering around the

radio on a given Saturday night and

waiting impatiently for Israel's song to

play. I’d always fall asleep before the

results were in and hear the news in the

morning. My mother used to tell me that

she used to do the same thing as a child.  

 

Growing up in Israel, was a sensitive point

in a lot of world discussions. I feel that we

are always looking for reasons to be proud,

creating a list of inventions of how we

positively contribute to the world and that

we aren’t this constant troublemaker in

the Middle East. Every Israeli child knows

the famous songs that brought us

Eurovision pride over the years despite

being performed way before they were

even born. 

 

Over the years the Eurovision competition

has gone through numerous changes and

evolved quite a bit to what it is today.

Israel has been present throughout. As

always in life, politics clouds the successes.

In a way, Israel feels that through these

types of events we have a chance to be

judged on talent alone; our chance to

shine. This year Israel was able to show the

world her true colors!  

 

It doesn’t matter if you like, dislike, are not

interested or are a devoted fan I'm not

passing on a chance to soak up the pride.

Next year in Jerusalem! 

T ZOPH I YA
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Why take a gap year? Why spend 11

months in Israel? Why spend a year

learning and living in the Jewish

homeland? Why? Because it will be the

most inspiring and life changing year of

your life. Betar Australia offers an

incredible and unique gap year program

that allows participants to immerse

themselves in the movement’s ideology

and spend their time in Israel learning,

exploring and growing into the future

leaders of Betar Australia.  

 

The Government of Israel and the Jewish

Agency for Israel established Masa Israel

Journey in 2004 as a joint initiative with

the vision that all young Jewish adults

around the world should have the

opportunity to spend a semester or year

in Israel. In Australia, the

Zionist Federation of Australia (ZFA) is

the umbrella organisation for Masa Israel

Journey.  

EXPERIENCING ISRAEL WITH

BETAR SHNAT

After graduating from school, Betar

chanichim have the privilege of

participating in their unique Israel gap

year program (Shnat). The program is

filled with growth, development,

exploration and an array of learning

opportunities. The year is split up into a

number of sections. It starts with the

machon le’madrichei chutz la’aretz, a

flagship leadership development

program in Jerusalem for participants

from different youth movements from

around the world, then a volunteering

period, followed by an army experience 

(Marava) and concluding with an

ideological seminar.  

 

ZFA Israel Programs director Michal

Carmel, had the privilege to speak to

2018 Betar Shnat participants,

Hili Shiponi and Yishai Elaluf. In the

interview, the future Betar madrichim  

described their gap year so far and their  
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ambitions for the movement in the

future.  

 

Why did you decide to go on Shnat and

was it a good decision thus far? 

 

Hili: “I wanted to be in Israel for a year

and learn more about Betar and where

my family comes from. I’ve learned a lot

and it’s a very different experience that

you can’t get anywhere else.” 

 

Yishai: “So far, this has been the best

decision of my life. I have gained so

much from this experience in so many

ways and I have witnessed myself grow

and change into a person I have always

wanted to become. Realising how you

can mature and become such a big part

in a movement at only 18 years old and

learning things about your movement,

about the culture you’re teaching your

chanichim, is incredible. Learning the

best way to give our knowledge to the

next generation is so inspiring and I’m so

excited to go back to Australia with all

my new knowledge and talents and

spread them around.”  

 

What have you been up to on Shnat so

far? 

 

Hili: “On Machon we learnt about Israel,

Zionism, Judaism, history and Betar’s

own ideology. We met people from all

around the world; South Africa, New

Zealand, Uruguay, Argentina etc.  

We spent a week in Poland, which was

amazing, and we are now volunteering in

Haifa.  

What has been an experience that was

meaningful for you? 

 

Yishai: “A lot of the time when you talk

about Israel, you hear about the ultra-

orthodox and the different sects that are

against progress and being more 

accepting, so being in Tel Aviv for the

pride weekend was something so

beautiful. It was a part of Israeli society

that you do not usually see. People

marching out of pride for the sake of

everyone being united was really

beautiful and really eye- opening

because it is not something you hear

about too often. It’s something that

everyone should experience.”  

 

Why is it important to take a gap year in

Israel? 

 

Yishai: “You can ask anyone who is on a

gap year program and they will tell you it

is incredible and the best decision of

their lives. It is important to remember

that it is tough being away from your

family and community for so long, but

things that are good have usually been

tough at first. It makes you enjoy it more

and more fulfilled about what you have

achieved in your year. I would definitely

recommend it. 

 

Hili: “It is the most amazing experience of

my life. You learn so much about yourself

and your movement. You meet so many

interesting people. There are difficult

times and challenges on the way, but it is

an experience you cannot copy or get

anywhere else. I would 100% recommend

it.  
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Words like growth, change, maturity and

independence came up a number of

times during the short interview,

demonstrating what a life changing and

identity-forming experience Betar Shnat

can be. 

 

When speaking about the future, both

participants said how excited they were

to arrive back to Australia and make a

positive impact on reshaping their

movement. Betar Shnat provides future

madrichim a platform to express

themselves, learn about their

movement’s ideology and develop ideas

to bring back to their Snifim across

Australia.  

 

Chanichim have the opportunity to

receive generous grants and scholarships

through Masa Israel Journey. Betar Shnat

is a fundamental stepping-stone from

chanich to madrich and the experiences

that take place shape the future leaders

of the movement.  

 

The ZFA Israel Programs office wish Betar

a happy 95th birthday and we are

looking forward to sending more

chanichim to Israel in the future! 

 

Betar Shnat is one of 300+ Masa

programs available for young adults aged

18 – 30. 

ZFA is the proud partner of both Masa

Israel Journey and of Taglit Birthright

Israel in Australia. ZFA Israel programs

can advise participants on their program

options and the support which may be

available. 

 

For more information about our amazing

Israel programs, and grants and

scholarships to help you get there visit:

masaisrael.org or email:

israelprograms@zfa.com

 17.
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In April, Saudi Arabian Crown Prince

Mohammed bin Salman caused ripples

in the diplomatic world by stating that

Israelis “have the right to have their own

land” alongside Palestinians. Israeli and

worldwide newspapers applauded an

apparent series of secret meetings

between Israeli and Saudi Arabian

officials, with Saudi Arabia allowing

flights between Israel and India to fly

over their airspace for the first time in

history. This has the potential to whittle

hours off a long flight from Australia. 

 

David Makovsky from the Washington

Institute for Near East Policy Project

tweeted that bin Salman’s comment is

one of the most important statements

made by a Middle East leader since

Sadat’s comments 40 years ago when

Menachem Begin made peace with

Egypt. But is bin Salman swimming with

the Saudi mainstream? 

 

King Salman’s response throws a spanner

in the works. While simultaneously not 

denying Israel’s right to self-

determination, he reassured the Arab

world. Saudi Arabia would only accept a

solution where displaced or expelled

descendants from 1948 can return to

sovereign Israeli land. No other ethnicity

is afforded refugee status which carries

on to descendants born in foreign

countries. If implemented, could allow

millions of Palestinian descendants into

Israel and diluting it of a Jewish majority.

Lack of a Jewish majority means election

of a non-Jewish government and thus

losing Israel as a Jewish state. 

 

Prince bin Salman has already led

reforms in Saudi Arabia which allow

women to drive and curtail powers of

religious police, while detaining human

rights activists and other Saudi princes in

a scene that would make Machiavelli and

Cersei Lannister blush. So what is bin

Salman’s interest in Israel? 

 

Israel and Saudi Arabia both despise the

Iran nuclear agreement and Tehran’s

growing influence over the Middle East in

the Obama years. With Trump in office

promising to tear up the worst nuclear

deal in the history of nuclear deals,

maybe ever; Saudi Arabia and Israel are

thawing their relationship to restrict Iran,

but whether it will continue to thaw over

time remains to be seen. Saudi

cooperation could put pressure on

animosity in Palestinian leadership and

on other Arab states to open diplomatic

relationships with Israel. 

 

Saudi Arabia is our enemy’s enemy, but

will they be our friend? 

ALAN  STEIN  

THE ENEMY OF MY ENEMY
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

‘No matter what happens at the end of this

year I want us to walk out of Kinnus united,

together, as friends, holding hands’, Joni

Markowitz the acting RHA said to us during

one particularly heated executive meeting.

It was from that earnest plea, we were

finally able to reach a consensus, we would

all be friends but no one would have to

touch Joni’s hand. 

 

This is one of the many fond memories I

have in my time as Rosh Chinuch Artzi from

2011 - 2013. Each with a different lesson and

punchline about working with others, and

more importantly working on yourself. We

are all better off from the experience and

the role gave me the need and purpose to

look deeply into political ideology - and

how to best communicate it to a broad

audience. It helped me with my studies in

International relations, interning with the

Australian Institute of Public Affairs and

ultimately the role I find myself in now 

contribute to Student and community life. 

 

Although I did not know it at the time Betar

helped me prepare for this role. 

And although you might not know it the

Susan Wakil Fellowship is currently

recruiting for the 2019 Fellowship program.  

 

So in sum, if you have ever looked at the

world, your world and wondered how to

best change it, you should know that Betar

is a good start. However, with mentors in

state and federal parliament, political and

media masterclasses from industry experts

and exclusive inside access tours of New

York and DC, the Fellowship is your best

chance.  

 

Applications close September 24th, visit

aujs.com.au/fellowship for more

information.  

 

Tel Chai! 

as director of the Susan

Wakil Fellowship - a

political Fellowship

program for exceptions

undergraduate students.

Each year I travel to

Canberra, New York and

DC with young leaders -

meeting with politicians,

think tanks, journalists,

start ups and NGOs. 

 

Throughout the year I

help develop political

and social impact

projects that positively 

 

 

RAPHAEL  MENGEM
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Dear Betar Australia, 

It is with great pleasure that we hear

from you. Getting in touch with other

maozim is a great opportunity to

interact with our big second-family. We

know that Jabotinsky would be very

proud to know how worldwide Betar is

nowadays. 

 

This is the first semester of Betar Rio de

Janeiro's activities. We had a historic

inauguration event with many

important guests, such as the Israeli

Ambassador to Brazil, Yossi Sheli, the

Israeli Minister of Sciences and

Technology, Ofir Akunis, and a local

Jewish councilwoman. Every Saturday

we gather around 50 Betarim and

already have plans to expand

throughout other zones in Rio de

Janeiro. There has been growing

demand for a Jewish Zionist youth

organisation and our arrival in Rio has 

had a huge impact on the local Jewish

community. We strive to maintain a

strong Zionist spirit in our hearts and

Jabotinsky’s ideas will never be

forgotten! We aim to support Israel and

the Jewish communities around the

world, embracing the principles of Tagar

and Hadar.  

 

We just had our first amazing machane,

despite being so young. Sixty-five  

Betarim attended this milestone. We

also had a visit from Mono Sommer

(Shnat Director) and Nerya Meir who

have contributed to numerous events in

our community.  

 

Again, it is a great pleasure to build new

bridges across the world. May the

relationship between Rio de Janeiro's

maoz and the Australian maozim grow

even stronger. See you at the Kinus

Olami be Eretz! 

Tel Chai! 

 

Yours sincerely,  

Gabriel Uram (Rosh Chinuch) and the

Hanaga of Betar Rio de Janeiro 

TEL CHAI AROUND THE WORLD

RIO  DE  JANEIRO

GABRIEL  URAM  

ROSH  HANAGAH  ARTZI  

BETAR  RIO  DE  JANEIRO  
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THE  NETHERLANDS

Betar was originally founded in 1923 by

Ze'ev Jabotinsky and only ten years later,

was opened in The Netherlands. Since the

atrocities of the Holocaust in Europe, Betar

ceased to exist as a youth movement in

The Netherlands.  

 

Since establishment in 1933, Betar in

Europe had a larger membership number

than all existing Jewish youth

organizations combined. Collective

(physical) defence,  

emigration to Eretz Israel, modern-Hebrew,

Zionist education and leadership-training

were the main pillars in those days. 

Nowadays, the Jewish population in The

Netherlands is estimated to be about

forty-thousand, with only a handful of

Zionist youth movements. 

 

While there are many synagogues and

Zionist organisations catering to the

Jewish community, there is a growing

demand for a different approach to

Zionist public diplomacy in The

Netherlands. 

 

We strongly believe that a different

approach towards advocacy for our Jewish

community and the State of Israel is

required. One that is tougher and less

apologetic. Therefore Betar Netherlands,

unlike other countries, chooses not to

affiliate exclusively with any political party

in Israel because we intend to be an

independent voice for our people. 

 

While Betar Netherlands has not officially

relaunched, we are currently recruiting

volunteers and hope to in early 2019! 

 

In collaboration with The Jewish Agency,

Betar Netherlands aims to stimulate the

making of Aliyah and the learning of

modern Hebrew. Our ultimate goal is the

(re)establishment of a solid Dutch Betar

Youth Organization, just like the other 14+

countries worldwide that Betar is active in. 

ROSH  HANAGAH  ARTZI  

BETAR  THE  NETHERLANDS  

 

SEBAST IAN  GALUT I  
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SOUTH  AFRICA

Betar South Africa, once a major youth

movement in the community, has due to

various issues diminished into a mere

memory. Our new representative of World

Betar is a local ex-Betari, Joni Kowensky.

He is reviving Betar to be able to actively

stand by Israel through Hasbara. Betar’s

new direction is to assemble and train a

Young Leaders Hasbara Task Force, ages

16-23. Hasbara is the act of defending

Israel and Jews using debating, social

media and social gatherings to share the

true story, while having the means to

stand up for what’s right. 

 

We will be creating flyers and digital

educational material through our

distribution avenues and social media.

We will be writing articles highlighting  

the close bond between native Africans,

Jews and Israel while, asking

students/young adults to join our mission

of Hasbara enrichment in South Africa and

the world at large. We will be running

educational Tiyulim (Hikes) on a ridge in

Johannesburg, teaching the youth about

nature, survival outdoors as well as local,

Jewish and Israeli History.  

 

We look forward to reviving Betar and

strengthening Hasbara with the Jewish

community in South Africa and abroad,

including with Betar Australia who we

have always been close to. 

ROSH  HANAGAH  ARTZI  

BETAR  SOUTH  AFRICA  

 

JONI  KOWENSKY  
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If you were to ask everyone who went

through Betar, “what’s something that

Betar gave you”, you would get many

different answers, but a common thread

through them would be ‘confidence’. It’s a

special part of Betar, a combination of

both our informal environment and

individual-based ideology that fosters a

growth of confidence in our chanichim

(participants) and madrichim (leaders).  

 

The informal environment that Betar

provides to our chanichim gives them a

place to learn outside of the formal

classroom setting. It’s a place that allows

them to explore their own identity and

become proud of themselves.  

 

An important aspect of Betar’s ideology is

Hadar, roughly translating to respect or

glory. Part of this concept is the idea that

all individuals should treat others, and

themselves, as royalty. This helps our

chanichim grow to realise how powerful

they can be, how their identity is

something for them to grow and become

proud of, not something to hide away.  

 

If you were to ask people going through

Betar what it was like, they would

probably tell you it was a little weird. A

youth movement is not a normal

environment, but it is exactly this

weirdness that allows kids to become

creative, proud and confident. 

FROM THE CHINUCH VA 'AD

ELI LIBSON

The education of Jewish youth has been a

key objective for Betarim since the

establishment of the movement in 1923.

Jabotinsky saw education as a human

right and strongly believed it should be

provided to every citizen by the state. He

sought to educate the youth on the

importance of a Jewish state and to grow

their knowledge of Hebrew in the hopes it

would become the primary language for

the Jewish people.  

 

Jabotinsky, however, was not the only

early Zionist seeking to grow the country

by means of education. Herzl also felt

strongly about this topic, as he wrote “we

can have but two aims - either to remain

where we are or to emigrate somewhere

else. For either, we need to educate our

people - and by similar methods”. What

were the ‘similar methods’ that Herzl

alluded to? For modern Betar and many

other youth movements, informal

education is the preferred practice.  

 

Informal education is the respectful and

spontaneous process of cultivating

learning. The method is highly interactive

and can occur through discussion, games,

arts, exploration and experiences. 

 

The youth movement experience often

embraces the ‘bizarre’ and

‘chaotic’ aspects of play as a means to 

ALYSHA MENGEM

Hadar and self

confidence

Influence of

Informal Education

on Zionism
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bring children out of their shell and

open their minds to learning outside of

the classroom. The antics of the informal

setting are a far cry from the serious

themes of revisionist Zionism and the

reputation of Betar as a conservative and

‘old-school’ movement. However,

informal education is not as modern of

an idea as one may think. Herzl himself

adopted the ethos of informal education

as he explains “I educate one and all to

be free and to be strong…Education by

means of patriotic songs, the

Maccabaean tradition, religion and

heroic stage-plays”.  

 

While the youth movements embrace

this teaching style as a ‘new-age’

method to contrast the classroom

setting, many wouldn’t presume it had

its groundings in early Zionism but in-

fact, these alternative activities were as

popular with the early Zionists as they

are with our own chanichim. 

Despite this, he strongly believed that

the Torah held “moral principles which

are connected with that mysterious

unknown, over and above the realm of

human reach” (Jabotinsky, 14 Sep 1935,

The Political and Social Philosophy of

Ze’ev Jabotinsky). 

 

Jabotinsky was well learned in Torah

and politics and formed his opinions

through many years of study and

contemplation. He felt that the Torah

must be part of Israel and cannot be left

out. “Separation of church and State in

the sense that no one shall suffer

because of his religious beliefs or their

rejection. But for us it is of vital interest

to the State… this religious motivation

should be preserved” (Jabotinsky, 7 Sep

1935 Speeches, 1927-1940).  

 

Rather than forcing an entire state to be

governed by religious laws, he believed

the Torah stood as a code of ethics. In

today's context, the lack of freedom to

choose would be detrimental to society.

Jabotinsky believed that the Torah had a

place in the Israeli government but must

be restricted to ensure freedom for the

citizens of the state. 

One of Jabotinsky's many opinions was

on the controversial topic of how

religion should influence Israel and

society. I must also note that Betar

Australia does not necessarily believe or

practice his precise views but aims to

reinstate his beliefs in the modern

world. 

 

Firstly, it must be said that Jabotinsky

wrote everything before the creation of

the State of Israel when modern

orthodoxy was the norm. Jabotinsky was

not brought up a practising Jew.

ADAM SCHONKER

Religion in Israel,

Jabotinsky's view
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WORDS FROM THE MEFAKDIM

Shalom,  

My Name is Eli Janover and I am the

Mefaked (Director) of Betar Melbourne. 

We began the 95th year of Betar by

farewelling Shnat Lahav on their year in

Israel. We eagerly await their return and

contribution as Bogrim. This year has

been filled with growth and success, one

very successful event that I must

mention was the ‘95 Years of Betar’ trivia

night which took place in early August.

We were expecting between 40 and 60

guests to attend but instead had over

110! The night was a great success with

lots of fun for all. Other events and

functions that Betar Melbourne has

partaken in include political and social

activism activities, blood drives,

fundraisers, community events, and of

course our weekly Sunday Zohar

meetings. 

 

I must commend the driving force of

Betar Melbourne, our Madrichim

(leaders). On our recent winter camp,

Machane Nitzachon, they showed sheer

determination. We wouldn't be where

we are today without them!  

 

To another 95 years and beyond! 

For any inquiries, please contact me via

email at vic@betar.org.au 

 

Chag Sameach and Tel Chai! 

MELBOURNE

Shalom all!  

My name is Sharni Briner and I have the

honour of being Betar Queensland's

Mefekedet (Director) for 2018. Betar

Queensland has always been such an

important part of my life. Camp was

always the highlight of my holidays

when I was younger, and as I got older

the movement grew with me and

challenged my thinking. It helped me

mature as a person, instilled important

values, helped me gain a sense of

identity all while developing and

strengthening my Jewish and Zionist

pride. This personal journey Betar

Queensland has sent me on, is one for

which I'll always be thankful.  

 

Betar is the heart of the Jewish youth in

Queensland, with our goal being to

connect Jews across the state and

provide life-long friendships in a safe

and comfortable place for young people

to express themselves. The amazing

madrachim (leaders) that make up Betar

Queensland strive to instil a sense of

Jewish and Zionist identity within our

chanichim (participants), while

encouraging an acceptance of diversity.

This year we have continued to run

monthly Zohars (activities) and already

had one extremely successful winter

camp with 60 chanichim. We look

forward to our next state camp, Summer

Junior Camp to be held from the 18th-

21st December 2018.  

 

Our special role in Queensland as the

only Jewish youth movement means

that not only do we encourage

expression of all streams of Judaism in

our cross- 

QUEENSLAND
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communal nature, but also focus on

teaching basic Zionist ideals- neither left

nor right. 

 

For any inquiries, please contact me via

email at qld@betar.org.au 

 

Chag Samaech and Tel Chai! 

NEW SOUTH WALES

Hi everyone!  

My name is Arielle Sofer and I am the

Mefakedet (Director) of Betar Sydney. I

would like to start with an anecdote

from a winter camp a few years ago. As

madrichim, you always see when your

chanichim are having an amazing time

on camp. It was the last morning of

camp a few years ago, and I woke up at

5am for my shmira (guard) shift. I

walked into the main hall and I saw two

boys singing the camp song as loud as

they could. It was 5am and these two

boys decided to stay up all night playing

games and spending time with each

other. It was at this moment when I

realised the bond that had formed. One

for life.  

 

Betar is an integral part of the Sydney

Jewish community, and we constantly

strive to create passionate and strong

leaders, who will take our community to

new heights. We believe it is important

to support Israel and show our Zionist

roots and stand proud as advocates for

Israel, here in Australia. Being a part of a

youth movement is so important as it

gives young people the opportunity to

create life-long connections with other

Jewish children  

from across NSW, building a strong

identity, learning leadership skills and

building confidence. 

 

For any inquiries, please contact me via

email at nsw@betar.org.au 

 

Chag Sameach and Tel Chai!  
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Find us at

http://betar.org.au

BetarAustralia 

BetarNSW 

BetarQueensland 

BetarMelbourne 

BetarShnat 

betaraustralia 

betarnsw 

betarqld 

betarmelbourne 
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

HADERECH

BETAR  I TON

2018

   Nerya Meir   Jonathan Shteinman   Raphael Mengem     

 

Alan Stein    Julios Nadel    Tzophiya Katz    Naama Louria   Jake Gostin 

 

 Michal Carmel & MASA Israel Programs       Yonatan Mendels 

We  wou ld  f i r s t  and  f o remos t  l i ke  to  thank  a l l  the

cont r ibu to r s  to  th i s  pub l i ca t i on ,  f o r  g i v ing  up  the i r

t ime  and  wi thout  whom  we  wou ld  not  have  been  ab le

to  prov ide  the  va r i e t y  o f  conten t  to  Jew i sh

commun i t i e s  i n  Aus t ra l i a .  

QLD Jewish Board of

Deputies 

 

Betar NSW Parents and

Friends 

 

Friends of Likud Australia 

 

Givat Zion Synagogue 

 

North Shore Synagogue  

 

Burbank Jewish

Community Centre 

 

Jewish National Fund 

 

Parents & Friends of Betar

Melbourne 

 

Brisbane Hebrew

Congregation  

 

The Jewish Agency for

Israel 

 

Beit Or V'Shalom 

Reuben Pelerman

Benevolent Foundation

Charity 

 

Zionist Council of NSW 

 

Sam Parasol  

 

Millie Phillips Fund for

Jewish Education 

 

The Caulfield Park

Community Bank Branch

of Bendigo Bank 

 

Myriam and Gary Goldman 

 

NSW Jewish Board of

Deputies 

 

United Israel Appeal QLD  

Hadas Palevsky 

 

Zionism Victoria 

 

Alex Goodman 

 

Hakoach NSW 

 

Gold Coast and Brisbane

Jewish Communities  

 

Bnei Brith 

 

Paul and Kathy Gould 

 

Australian Zionist Youth

Council  

 

Peta and Rodney Briner 

 

Zionist Federation

Australia 

 

Betar World Movement 

 

Jonathan Shteinman 

 

State Zionist Council of

QLD 

 

Betar NSW Trust

committee 

  

 

We  wou ld  l i ke  to  say  a  spec i a l  thank  you  to  a l l  the

o rgan i sa t i ons ,  f ami l i e s  and  i nd i v idua l s  who  have

cont r ibu ted  to  the  succes s  o f  Beta r  Aus t ra l i a  and  i t s

subs id i a r i e s  i n  a l l  o f  i t s  endeavou r s  th roughout  the

yea r  

Most  impor tan t l y  our  chan ich im ,  madr i ch im  and  the i r

pa ren t s !  
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